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Opinion
Perfect year end
augurs well for 2014
uilding services is buzzing
again … it really is. No matter
what the industry gathering
there is an air of confidence and
optimism that is slowly permeating
all sectors. Whether domestic or
commercial, projects are being
designed, contractors are being
appointed and orders for
equipment are being placed.
Yes margins are tight and business
is hard won but, compared to this
time last year, there is every reason
to be optimistic about prospects for
the coming 12 months.
All over the country there is
evidence of dormant sites coming
to life, of half-completed projects
being reactivated, and of new
green-field schemes getting the
go-ahead. The pharma and similar
critical environment manufacturing
sectors are also releasing funds for
refurbishment and new
developments.
This very tangible upturn has
reinvigorated the industry and
augurs well for 2014.

B

NEWS AND PRODUCTS 2
A round-up of all the latest industry
developments and news.

WILO STRATOS GIGA 5
The Wilo Stratos GIGA is the first glanded/
mechanical seal type pump from Wilo’s
new high-efficiency series

CITA BIM GATHERING 8
The CITA BIM Gathering went a long way
in showcasing Ireland’s professional skillset.

PANASONIC – SMART CHOICE 9
Panasonic introduce an innovative, intelligent
approach to home energy management.

APHCI GROWTH
CONTINUES

10

The Association of Plumbing & Heating
Contractors of Ireland (APHCI) has made
considerable progress in the past two years.
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Core Air Conditioning is one of the few
companies who can match the exacting
criteria required in the field of data centres
and computer rooms.

22 SUSTAINABLE ENERGY AWARDS
Energy savings of €750 million have been
made by the 600 organisations that have
participated in the Sustainable Energy
Awards over the last decade.

25 HITACHI HEAT PUMPS
Hitachi’s range of air source heat pumps
achieve MCS regulations and can be supplied
and installed through a network of fullytrained and experienced dealers.

26 PROJECT PROFILE
As a long-term provider of BMS and HVAC
maintenance services to Brown Thomas, Sirus
were ideally placed to identify and realise
energy saving opportunities in the Cork store.
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21 DATA CENTRES EXPERTISE

For the last three years, Delap and Waller
Director Michael O’Doherty has been visiting
Abu Dhabi on a monthly basis.
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20 SDAR JOURNAL LAUNCH
A large turnout recently attended the official
launch of the third edition of the SDAR Journal
in the DIT Kevin St Campus Building in Dublin.
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PRODUCT REVIEW: RADIATORS 12

GEOTHERMAL
AWARDS 2013

The four winners of the Brecan Mooney
Installation of the Year competition for
excellence in geothermal energy transfer
systems were recently announced.

Frank Donohoe looks at radiator style
selection, and at choosing the most
applicable type for each application.

30

THE HDL EXPERIENCE 15
Heating Distributors Ltd offers cutting edge
radiator technology and energy efficiency,
along with technical and design advice.

MYSON’S NEW ULOW-E2 18
The new ULOW-E2 from Baxi Potterton
Myson uses innovative E2-Technology to
automatically switch between static and
dynamic operation in a single heat emitter.

EMERALD FROM UNITHERM 19
Superior aluminium radiators from
Unitherm Heating Systems, designed to
combine aesthetics, performance and comfort.
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NEWS AND PRODUCTS
Wilo Samsung
tablet winner
The winner of the recent
Wilo Ireland domestic installer
open draw was Michael Quirke,
West Cork Gas & Oil Services.
The winning ticket was drawn
in Wilo’s Dublin offices in the
last week of November by Pat
Lehane, Editor, Building
Services News.
Over the course of November
Wilo Ireland issued an email to
its entire database of domestic
installers providing details on
its range of domestic circulators,
and with instructions as to how
to enter a raffle to win a
Samsung Galaxy tablet.

Energy Show 2014
– don’t miss it!
The Energy Show 2014, Ireland’s annual flagship event
for professionals in the energy sector, will take place on
Wednesday/Thursday, 12/13 March 2014 in the Main Hall at
the RDS, Dublin 4.
Presented by the Sustainable Energy Authority of Ireland, the
event will showcase leading clean-tech
technology and service suppliers, and
the latest energy saving opportunities
for businesses. A seminar programme
will update visitors on the latest
developments in the energy sector and
detail energy cost-cutting case studies
from a wide variety of organisations.
There will also be the Product of
the Show Awards, and the Skills
Demonstration Area.
The Show will also feature an International Markets Area,
with opportunities to meet trade delegates from Israel,
Argentina, France, Portugal, Britain and many more. This will
be invaluable to businesses who are looking to expand to new
markets across the globe.
Over 3,300 trade visitors attended the Show last year and,
with even more demonstrations and features to be included,
the Energy Show 2014 is expected to be the best yet.
To exhibit contact: Paulette Moran, Business Exhibitions.
Tel: 01 – 291 3702; email: paulette@bizex.ie
See also www.seai.ie/energyshow

CIBSE alert
on Biomass
CIBSE has become aware
of a potential hazard in some
biomass boilers when operating in
slumber mode. The concern is that
when operating in slumber mode
partial combustion may occur
generating unburned flue gases,
including carbon monoxide.
It is important that:
• The flue is designed to ensure
that the carbon monoxide
concentration cannot rise above
the lower explosive limit. In
particular, where the flue is fanassisted, it is important to make
provision for the continued safe
removal of flue gases in the event
that either the fan or the power
supply to the fan should fail;
• The boiler's fire door should
never be opened when a boiler is
operating in slumber mode
because the inrush of air could
result in a flash-over or explosion;
• The fuel used is within the
specification required by the boiler.
The Institution is working to
provide further guidance to
members on this subject.

SEAI Energy Efficiency Fund announced
Pat, Lehane, Editor and
Publisher, Building Services
News with Derek Elton, Sales
Manager, Wilo Ireland.

Participation was simple –
all they had to do was respond
with confirmation of their
contact details within the space
of a week. Not surprisingly, the
entry level was extremely high
with Michael Quirke’s name
being drawn on the day of
reckoning.

Energy Minister Pat Rabbitte, TD (pictured), has announced
Sustainable Development Capital LLP (SDCL) as the preferred applicant
for the creation of a €70 million Irish Energy Efficiency Fund.
SDCL is a specialist financial and investment advisory firm,
headquartered in London and with offices in Dublin, New York and Hong
Kong. In conjunction with London & Regional Properties, it will provide
matched funding alongside Minister Rabbitte’s commitment to grow
the fund to at least €70 million.
SDCL will, subject to finalisation of terms, act as fund manager for the
Energy Efficiency Fund. The company also manages a similar energy
efficiency fund in the UK, launched with a cornerstone commitment from
the UK Green Investment Bank.
Discussions on finalising the terms of the investment will commence shortly between the Department
of Communications, Energy & Natural Resources and the Preferred Applicant.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol52/iss6/1
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Meeting the needs
of our customers
requirements

Carrier Packaged Rooftop
Cooling only
Heat Pump
Free-Cooling

Chillers
Free-Cooling Chillers
Heat Pumps
Minisplits
Fan Coil Units
Controls

Super Absorption
Chillers

Refrigerant 407C
Dual Fluid
Free-Cooling
Chilled Water
Upblow/Downblow
Dx – Water Cooled
Close Control Air Conditioning

Residential Heat Pumps
Renewable
Energy
Solutions

Central Air
Handling Units

CFC-free
Reduced Noise/
Vibration Levels
Small Footprint

Unit A6, Centre Point Business Park, Oak Road, Clondalkin, Dublin 22
Tel: 01 - 409 8912; Fax: 01 - 409 8916;
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2013
email: info@coreac.com; Web: www.coreac.com
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NEWS AND PRODUCTS
€57 million better energy allocation
The €57 million allocated
by Government to better energy
means that the Better Energy
Homes scheme will remain
open for grant applications
through 2014. SEAI also
believes that the new
Home Renovation Incentive
will make home
energy retrofitting
more appealing
than ever.
According to
SEAI Chief Executive, Dr Brian
Motherway: “The continuation
of the Better Energy grants for
another year is a great

endorsement by Government of
the many benefits of energy
retrofitting. We’re also pleased
that homeowners can qualify
for both incentives, meaning
home energy upgrades have
never been more affordable.
Householders will benefit
directly from more comfortable
homes and lower energy bills,
while thousands of jobs are
supported in the construction
and heating sectors.”
Details on all schemes are
available on www.seai.ie/
betterenergyhomes or
Tel: 1850 927000.

2G appoints Kinviro
Kinviro, Ireland’s leading mini CHP supplier, has been
appointed the Ireland sales agent for 2G, a German PLC
company that is one of the world’s leading CHP
manufacturers with over 4,000 CHP units in operation
worldwide. They have a range of CHP systems from 20KW to
2,000KW, meaning Kinviro can now respond directly to the
many requests from Irish customers for larger CHPs.
“We’ve been looking for a supplier in this range for a
while and I’m glad we took our time”, says Kinviro’s Frank
Daly. “It’s an absolute privilege to be considered by 2G for
this appointment. They tick a lot of boxes – they are a
quality company, with quality products, and have an
excellent track record. They also have a complete range of
field-proven, biogas-fired units which I think will be an
important area of growth in Ireland.”

Gas Company.ie Palmerstown Showroom
Minister for Children and Youth Affairs, Frances Fitzgerald, TD,
along with Minister for Communications, Energy & Natural
Resources, Pat Rabbitte, TD, recently officiated at the official
opening of the The Gas Company.ie new showrooms in
Palmerstown, Dublin 20.
One of the leading independent installers of gas boilers in the
Dublin/Leinster region, The Gas Company.ie employs 25 staff and
the new outlet is in addition to the firm’s existing Capel Street
showroom.
The Gas Company’s Palmerstown showroom offers a range of
gas cookers, ovens, hobs, fires, ranges and stoves to meet all
customers’ needs. There is also a team of experienced personnel on
hand to offer advice on savings, fuel costs, and boiler conversions.

Minister for Children and Youth Affairs, Frances Fitzgerald, TD,
pictured with Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural
Resources, Pat Rabbitte, TD and Barbara and Jimmy Egan,
owners of The Gas Company.ie

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol52/iss6/1

2G has also selected a service partner who will work
closely with Kinviro in developing the market in Ireland.
AC Energy, a CHP and engine service company established
by one of Ireland’s leading gas engine service engineers,
Peter Normington, has a team of engineers already trained
on 2G CHP packages and they are ready to support any
units sold into the Irish market.
The AC Energy/Kinviro partnership takes effect
immediately and they are already working on a number of
promising prospects to build on a 500KW system to be
delivered to a site in Co Derry shortly.
Early in the new year Kinviro will hold a seminar
dedicated to the 2G gas and biogas fired range. It will run
for approximately two hours, and include lunch. Time and
venue are yet to be confirmed but those interested should
contact Frank Daly, Kinviro at Tel: 087 – 637 9000 or
email: frank@kinviro.ie
6
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Award-winning Wilo
Stratos GIGA delivers both
CO2 and energy savings
The Wilo Stratos GIGA is the first glanded/
mechanical seal type pump from Wilo’s new highefficiency series designed for the higher hydraulic
performance range in heating, cold-water and
cooling applications. It represents an innovative
developement as, for the first time ever, glanded
pumps are driven by high efficiency energysaving EC motors with the pump’s hydraulics
optimally adjusted to the motor technology.
According to Wilo Ireland Sales Director Derek Elton, the
pumps reach a particularly high total efficiency based on a “Super
Premium Efficiency” rated motor. The motor’s energy efficiency is
based on Wilo’s new high-efficiency drive concept (HED), and even
surpasses the limit of the upcoming efficiency Class IE4 (acc. to
IEC TS 60034-34 Ed.1) that is currently set to be the highest optimum
efficiency level according to the newer motor IE (International
Efficiency) classifications as set by the EU to meet the targets of
2020 in energy savings and CO2 emissions.
In addition to compact and space-saving construction, the Wilo
Stratos GIGA also has a low total weight. Also, interplay of the new
hydraulics with a new highly-efficient drive concept (HED) gives
it a particularly low power/energy consumption.
Thanks to Wilo’s proven “red-button technology” and display, the
pump guarantees a user-friendly operation. On the basis of optionally
available IF-modules which can be integrated, different interfaces
for the Bus communication can be realised. External devices are
threfore redundant.
“This is a pioneering advance in pump technology”, says Derek
Elton, “with massive savings in CO2 and electricity costs possible
when compared with conventional uncontrolled pumps (based on
the load profile “Blauer Engel”). The short pay-back periods typically
can be less than two years which attracts keen interest in favour of
installing the new high-efficiency series, even before the end of the
life cycle of older, less efficient, pump designs.”
Wilo Stratos GIGA pumps are currently installed and commissioned
at a number of new installations in Ireland, including the main
universities and hospitals. These bodies are totally committed to the
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2013

Wilo Stratos GIGA

Government NEEAP (National Energy Efficiency Action Plan) to
save over 30% in energy running costs by 2020 and recognise the
higher efficiency technology, and energy saving contribution, of
these new models.
The Wilo Stratos GIGA series (launched in 2011) was also
awarded the “iF Product Design Award”. This is a much soughtafter design award because it acknowledges not just design quality,
but also the degree of innovation, environmental compatibility
and ergonomics.
Features and benefits
• Innovative high-efficiency pump for maximum overall efficiency
based on a new Wilo glanded pump design;
• Highly efficient EC motor (efficiency higher than IE4 limit values
according to IEC TS 60034-31 Ed.1);
• New hydraulics ideally adapted to the EC motor technology;
• Integrated electronic power adjustment;
• Control range up to three times greater than in conventional
electronically-controlled pumps;
• Extremely compact, low weight and space-saving design;
• Simple operation due to proven red-button technology and
LCD display;
• Fault management tailored to HVAC applications;
• High corrosion protection due to cataphoretic coating of pump
housings;
• BMS compatibility due to ”plug in“ modules to suit Modbus,
BAC net etc.
Contact: Wilo Ireland. Tel: 01 – 426 0000; 061 – 227 566;
email: sales@wilo.ie; www.wilo.ie ■
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» Cassette Chilled Beam

There are many reasons for us to shout
about our new cassette chilled beam.
But there’s no need for you to raise your voice.
Our New LYRA chilled cassette has arguably lots going for it, but that may not be something you will notice.
Perhaps that is bad for us, but very good for you! You will not hear it, as a single unit produces only 20 dB,
well below the ambient noise in a normal quiet office. Nor will you sense the airflow, as it uses the Coanda
effect in four directions to distribute cool air without a draught. Chances are you won’t even see it, as it’s
compact size allows it to almost vanish into the grid of any standard
600 x 600 ceiling. And with the “snap-in” brackets, the LYRA is so quick
and easy to install, you might even miss the installer should you look
out of the window for a minute or two. Simple, precise and efficient
solutions, the unmissable missable LYRA. www.flaktwoods.ie

Fläkt Woods (Ireland) Ltd
Dublin: Tel: 01 – 463 4600; Cork: 021 – 429 7450;
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol52/iss6/1

Belfast: 028 – 9040 2100
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» Integrated cooling/heating unit

®

A breakthrough in comfort and energy savings.
Reversible heat pump and energy recovery
wheel technology in one innovative unit.
Our New Fläkt Woods ReCooler HP is an integrated module for our Air Handling Units achieving high performances
for efficiency and comfort. The thermal recovery wheel recycles both latent and sensible energy above 83%,
and with the addition of heat pump technology we can enhance the
energy efficiency further. The reversible heat pump boosts performance
all year round, operating in full load for less than 3% of the time with
cooling and heating modes easing the demands on the compressor,
chiller and boiler. It all adds up to a simpler installation, without the need
for refrigeration or pipe work, with all components and controls in one
complete compact package. www.flaktwoods.ie

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2013
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The UK BIM (Building Information Modelling) Task Group was
delighted to support the Construction IT Alliance’s (CITA)
integrated two-day BIM conference on “Leveraging Building
Information Modelling to Create Cultural and Lean
Transformation of the AEC Sector.” The event, part of the
Irish Government's 2013 Gathering Initiative, was attended
on both days (14/15 November) at the Guinness Storehouse
by David Philp, Head of BIM at the UK BIM Task Group.

CITA BIM Gathering
for innovation and
collaboration in a
digital Ireland
David and the Task Group team
have been regular visitors to Ireland
supporting the CITA BIM initiatives
over the past 12 months. However,
this forum – with over 300 delegates
over two days – was undoubtedly the
biggest and most exciting yet.
Following a supportive opening
address from Brian Hayes TD, Minister
of State for Public Service Reform and
the Office of Public Works, David gave
a keynote presentation highlighting
the half-time progress on the central
UK BIM programme and the potential
prize for Ireland through a wholesector approach to BIM adoption
and sector modernisation through
collaborative digital technologies.

The gathering went a long way
in showcasing Ireland’s
professional skillset regarding
innovative collaborative
working and the use of digital
technologies such as BIM
within the AEC landscape

”

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol52/iss6/1

David illustrated how the BIM
Task Group is supporting the UK
Government’s Level 2 BIM mandate
by 2016, a key part of the overall UK
Government Construction Strategy.
Through this reform and other strategy
interventions the BIM Task Group is
helping UK Government construction
become more efficient, collaborative
and innovative, aiming to achieve
sustainable savings to reinvest in new
projects to achieve growth.
There are now over 20 central UK
Government early-adopter projects in
the pipeline with the Departments
covering buildings and infrastructure;
new, and refurbishment jobs; in
addition they range from small works
under £5 million to large £100 million
plus. This is a demonstration of
fantastic progress and an appetite from
the UK Government Departments to
adopt BIM into standard procurement
measures and operations.
It also tells us the UK is right on track
with the plan for getting BIM
Level 2 production-ready, and
positions the UK Departments
perfectly for increasing the
roll out of BIM across its

projects, roles and making it business
as usual.
David also advocated how BIM was
good not just for Government, but also
for the supply chain (better efficiency);
the construction economy (growth
and exporting new skills); and the
image of the construction sector for
future generations.
On the second day David led a
workshop supported by Laura Handler,
Director of VDC in Tocci Building
Companies in the US. David and Laura
presented the benefits of BIM to a
selection of senior people from both
the public and private sector in the
Republic of Ireland. There was a
positive and lively debate about the
opportunities and these centered
on the following:
• Better for less;
• Improved visibility;
• Reduced risk;
• Improved efficiency;
• Certainty of outcome.
Overall, the gathering went a long
way in showcasing Ireland’s professional
skillset regarding innovative
collaborative working and the use of
digital technologies such as BIM within
the AEC landscape. The UK BIM Task
Group looks forward to continuing the
friendship with its colleagues in Ireland,
sharing its learning, collaborating and
generally supporting Ireland’s digital
built agenda. ■

David Philp, MSc BSc
FCIOB FRICS FGBC
Head of BIM UK
BIM Task Group
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Panasonic – the smart choice
for real energy savings
Panasonic has unveiled an innovative and
intelligent approach to home energy management
(see Figure 1), designed to reduce pressure on the
energy grid by developing systems that only draw
power during low peak times, saving energy costs
for the homeowner, and saving unnecessary use of
peak time energy for utility companies.

P

anasonic’s smart heat pump system
features a new algorithm to manage
power supply for the home’s energy
management system; is extremely energy
efficient for heating, cooling and hot
water supply; and is designed to work
intelligently with smart grids.
Renewable energy systems have
developed significantly over recent

effective control solutions to work in
conjunction with the energy grid for
a green revolution.
With a wealth of experience in
energy storage (battery), solar panels
(HIT), smart metering and heat pump
technology, Panasonic is ideally placed to
bring all these technologies together to
provide a very real solution to the

Figure 1 – Panasonic smart heat pump system

years, but now the grid has to “get
smart” (see Figure 2) as society requires
more energy, more often. Intelligent
electricity networks – smart grids – are
a key component in the EU energy
strategy. In the last few years smart grid
projects have been growing in number,
size and scope throughout Europe.
Panasonic is currently developing a
system that combines the benefits of air
source heat pump technology, solar
power and the intelligence of smart
meters, with the company’s simple yet

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2013

problem of sustainable electricity supply.
Panasonic is working with the E.ON
Energy Research Centre at RWTH Aachen
University in Germany to test the
performance of this new concept. RWTH
Aachen has achieved global recognition in
several fields of engineering and science,
such as mechanical engineering, chemical
engineering, electrical engineering,
industrial engineering, computer science,
physics and chemistry, and is considered
one of the best German universities in
these fields.
If a significant number of households
take advantage of this type of
technology and install an intelligent
solution such as Panasonic’s Smart Heat
Pump (taking energy only from the
national power supply grid during low
peak times, an efficient and intelligent
use of energy) more old-style, fossilfuelled power plants could be
decommissioned. This would improve
the planet’s atmosphere and significantly
reduce carbon emissions.
Panasonic has created a video to
demonstrate how the smart heat pump
works with the energy grid as an
intelligent solution to home energy
management. To view the video visit
www.youtube.com/watch?v=exzP_nLePFI
Contact: Vincent Mahony,
Panasonic Ireland. Tel: 01 – 413 5311;
Mobile: 087 – 969 4221; email:
vincent.mahony@eu.panasonic.com ■

Figure 2 – the grid system has to get smart
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SPECIAL REPORT

APHCI rounds off successful year
with change to Criteria Document
Over the last two years in particular,
the Association of Plumbing & Heating
Contractors of Ireland (APHCI) has
made considerable progress in
protecting and promoting the interests
of Ireland’s heating and plumbing
contractors.

Installers taking part in the “Myson Controls Challenge”

At the time of its formation the sector had little, or no, effective

Emmet Malone, C&F Quadrant, at the Glow-worm evening

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol52/iss6/1

representation to Government or other statutory bodies but now,
thanks to APHCI initiatives and constant lobbying, independent
domestic installers have a far more level playing field to operate in.
Of course there is room for further improvement and a number of
objectives are currently being worked on. Of particular concern is
the matter of policing non-RGII registered operators.
As it stands RGII is not responsible for illegal operators. Its remit
applies solely to registered installers and it will only investigate a
situation when a formal complaint is properly lodged. In effect,
this means that no one is charged with actively seeking out, and
apprehending and prosecuting, non-registered operators.
The seriousness of this situation is best viewed in the context of
the number of domestic boilers sold in Ireland last year. Authoritative
figures put the number at 32,000. However, only 17,000 certs were
reportedly sold, with only 12,000 of those said to have been returned.
That said, major inroads have still been made in addressing some
of the other key problem areas impacting on legitimate operators.
Perhaps the most significant of late is the change in the Criteria
Document that now prevents people without any qualifications or
experience participating in short-term training courses and then
registering with RGII on foot of having done so. The CER has changed
the Criteria Document so as to close the loophole that originally
allowed this practice. This has been achieved through the work
of APHCI and the JOC.

12
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As of now full RGII membership
(domestic) is open to individuals who
hold either Domestic Gas Safety Award
(DGS), a Gas Installer Safety (GIS) and a
Gas Installer Domestic (GID) award or
equivalent, and a Level 6 advanced craft
certificate in Gas Fitting, Electrical,
Plumbing or Refrigeration.
In addition, the CER has committed (by
the end of 2013) to consult on the removal
of electricians, as one the qualifying
trades, who can become RGII registered.
APHCI has also made successful
representation to SEAI on a number of
important matters affecting the sector.
Progress has been made on some, while
others are still being worked on. Key
development is that there is now ongoing
dialogue between SEAI and APHCI.
Electric Ireland has also sought out
the views of APHCI while Association
representatives have met with members
of the Joint Oireachtas Committee on a
number of occasions.
In addition to outward-looking
initiatives, APHCI has embarked on
a programme of education and
member evenings.
Throughout the course of 2013 a series
of technical evenings were held in Dublin,
and some regional locations, which
proved extremely popular.
The format involved a partnership
arrangement with leading manufacturers.
The Dublin-based events were held in the
Louis Fitzgerald Hotel on the Naas Road
and comprised a technical presentation
following by a Q&A session. Then
attendees were free to view actual

Brendan Pluck, APHCI with Dermot Jewell, CEO Consumer Association of Ireland, Ray
McClay, Worcester Bosch and Jimmy Egan, APHCI

Paula Butler, SEAI, who addressed the
meeting sponsored by Davies/Ideal Boilers

Sean Giffney, APHCI Chairman with Neil Gaffney, Vokera

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2013
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product presentations and ask questions
on a one-to-one basis.
Hot food and an open bar beforehand
drew in installers straight from site and
also made for a relaxed atmosphere so
that views were exchanged, relationships
strengthened, and new alliances formed.
The end result was the creation of a sense
of community and common purpose that
has been lacking for many years.
Competitions for iPads, free boilers,
vouchers, etc helped reinforce this.
Among the manufacturers who
supported this initiative were Baxi
Potterton Myson, Worcester Bosch,
Glow-worm, Ideal, Vokera and Vaillant.
In addition to Dublin, Glow-worm also
did Cork, Limerick and Waterford. ■

A Vaillant technician giving a practical
demonstration at the final event
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PRODUCT REVIEW: RADIATORS

Last year we dealt with sizing
… now for style selection
It goes without saying that radiators must be sized to overcome
the heatloss of the room/dwelling/application they are selected for,
and this time last year I focussed on the correct methodology
to achieve this see: http://buildingservicesnews.com/982/,
writes Frank Donohoe*.
In this article the focus is on radiator
style selection, and on choosing the most
applicable type for each application, from
the simple functional compact units to the
more designer-led solutions. In many ways it
boils down to a compromise of budget over
expectation. However, it is important to
never lose sight of the potential to “up spec”
the project.

This Jaga installation is an excellent
example of trench heating

There are benefits to all parties in this
process. The project can be given a more
contemporary feel by clever use of some
feature radiators in key rooms. This can
improve the overall appreciation of the
heating system by the client, and can
also improve the margin potential for
the installer.
So, why would you use one radiator
over another for a given project? Close
attention to detail will interpret your
client’s requirements from a budget and
aesthetic consideration. You must then
couple this with the practicality of the
selected radiator to the application or
location constraints.
For those working to a budget, the
modern compact radiator provides
excellent performance, at an affordable
price. The “packaged” profile of side
covers and top grille also provide a
neat and uniform overall appearance
throughout.
For applications where a more subtle
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol52/iss6/1
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For renewable or conventional systems,
new build or renovations MYSON
tick all the boxes
Whether you are planning a new build project, doing
renovation work or adding an extension, MYSON has
the optimum heating solution for you.

Choose MYSON and you can be confident that you
are using the highest quality products and receiving
the highest quality service available.

Panel Radiators

Design radiators&
Towel Warmers

Fan Convectors

Electric Heating

Underfloor Heating

Valves & Controls

The iVector and new ULOW offer unique solutions for energy-efficient systems
Rapid response time
Ideal for renewable heat sources
Low water temperature = high outputs
Integral intelligent controls
Heating and cooling function

heatingthroughinnovation
BAXI

POTTERTON

MYSON

Tel: 01 459 0870 Fax: 01 459 0880 Email: sales@potterton-myson.ie

www.potterton-myson.ie
Published by ARROW@TU
Dublin, 2013

www.myson.co.uk
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Myson’s
advanced ULOW-E2
range is typical of the
innovative heating solutions
now available
approach is preferred, the horizontal
tubular radiator is a good solution. These
can be full tubular design or the “mock”
style units. An advantage of the “mock”
units is that they can offer a potential
saving over the traditional tubular models.
Where space constraints are the
deciding factor, vertical radiators can be
ideal. In addition to providing heat, they
can also be utilised as a design feature
within the room to complement the
rest of the décor.
Some clients might even want to take
the selection to the next level and utilise
the next generation feature radiators.
These are not to all tastes, or suitable
for all projects, but they do illustrate the
level to which radiator manufacturers are
prepared to go to deliver a solution to suit
all tastes and requirements.

Radiator
manufacturers offer
a myriad of design
styles to suit all tastes
and applications,
and are to be
congratulated for
doing so.

’

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol52/iss6/1

We tend to have traditional views on
radiator locations. We don’t always have
the wall space, for various reasons,
to permit the use of a conventional
radiator. Many modern
domestic houses
feature extensive
floor to ceiling
glazing. For these
applications it is a
good idea to use
trench heaters. These
come in various forms,
natural draft, 220v or
24v motorised options.
These heaters utilise
finned element copper
tubes and are
frequently referred
to as low-water-content
radiators. This technology is
evolving into the LST (Low Surface
Temperature) sector where it is enclosed
within a steel casing.
Virtually all bathrooms now feature
towel radiators as standard and, while
the ladder style is very popular, more
classical options are now freely available.
It is important to ensure that they offer
adequate output and particular care
should be taken when using chrome-

plated units. Where this output becomes
an issue, an electric underfloor heating
mat can support the heat input and offer
that extra feel of a luxurious warm floor.
As the foregoing clearly illustrates,
radiator manufacturers offer a myriad
of design styles to suit all tastes and
applications, and are to be
congratulated for doing so.
However, to end where I came in,
whatever radiator is selected it must
meet its performance criteria and be
performance certified to ENN442. Its
heat output must be matched to the heat
source performance and temperature.
Be cautious of special offers that are
vague on output temperatures and
certification. ■
*Frank Donohoe is widely known and
respected throughout the radiator sector
where he has over 30 years experience
with the leading market players. He is now
the owner of Donohoe Heating Services, a
company formed to support and advise
architects, engineers, contractors and end
users in the correct sizing and selection of
heating systems for domestic applications.
t: 01 – 846 0586;
m: 086 257 6854;
e: donohoeheatingservices
@eircom.net

The Merlin range is extensive and includes LST radiators, trench convectors, radiant
ceiling panels, MerCon plinth radiators, and bespoke products for difficult and unusual
applications
16
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Cutting edge radiator
technology from HDL
Heating Distributors Ltd was established in the early
1970s and is a family-run business with long-serving
experienced staff who can give installers technical
and design advice when planning an installation.
Its success is based on the
fact that it constantly updates
and develops the product range
to keep up with current trends
and styles, and carries the most
extensive range of radiators in
Ireland. It supplies everything
from energy efficient aluminium
radiators through to traditional
cast-iron radiators, bathroom
radiators, electric radiators, and
an extensive range of very
stylish feature radiators.
But Heating Distributors is
much more than a radiator

supplier. It also supplies
fireplaces, chimney systems,
fires, stoves and sustainable
energy solutions.
This includes the “Exodraft”
Chimney System – guaranteed
to solve any chimney problem or
create a chimney where there is
none – and fireplaces, fires and
stoves for gas, electricity, solid
fuel or wood-burning which are
featured in the showroom.
Heating Distributors has paid
particular attention to passive
and airtight houses. It has

LST Range

The Priory has a charming rustic style
produced with a rough-cast process that
gives the surface a textured finish

introduced a range of roomsealed, solid fuel stoves, and
also heat storage stoves from
Scandinavian manufacturers
such as Lotus and Nordpeiss.
Heating Distributors also
supplies Activair heat pumps.
This is just a small taste of
the range of products available
from Heating Distributors.

Consultants, commercial
contractors and domestic
installers would do well to visit
the company’s vast showrooms
in Finglas, Dublin 11, and/or
log on to www.heatingdistributors.ie.
Contact: Heating Distributors.
Tel: 01 – 864 8950 email:
info@heatingdistributors.ie

The Clyde range of LST radiators from Heating
Distributors was designed specifically for
areas where a duty of care is required. There
are two options to choose from – the Sentry
LST and the Centurion LST (pictured). Both
share the same high-quality specifications.
Features and benefits
U Easy to fit
U Sturdy single-piece casing
U High efficiency, low water content,
aluminium and steel emitter
U Highly-durable powder-coated finish that
prevents corrosion
U 5-year guarantee
U Bespoke sizes if needed
U Range of valves to suit any application
U Air vent included (Centurion LST)
32 North Park, North Road, Finglas, Dublin 11
Tel: 864 8950 email: info@heatingdistributors.com

www.heatingdistributors.com
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2013
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The evolution of rad
diato

Zehnder Radiant
Panel
Jaga Maxi

Zehnder Nova

Jaga
Knockonwood

Zehnder
Multicolumn

Jaga Mini

Zehnder
Excelsior
Jaga Trench
Heating
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of radiators by Versatile
Driving the evolution of
indoor climate control
As the demand for energy-conscious products, and radiators in
particular, has increased over the years, Versatile has been at the
forefront of pioneering new product types and technology. Along
with its partners, Versatile is constantly introducing innovative heating
solutions that set industry benchmarks.
Versatile has gone from supplying standard domestic and steel
panel radiators to offering radiant heating, radiators that work with
heat pumps, convectors with built-in low h20 technology for energy
savings, and specialist trench systems for heating and cooling.
Today Versatile continues to play a pivotal role in completing
the evolutionary circle that introduces cutting-edge
heating technology to indoor climate control.
For more information please contact our sales office.

Beechmount Home Park
Navan, Co Meath
T 046 9029444
F 046 9027704
E sales@versatile.ie

www.versatile.ie
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2013
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Myson’s new ULOW-E2
– technology in motion
Specifically designed to work with lower system
temperatures, and to produce high heat outputs
from smaller sizes, the new ULOW-E2 from Baxi
Potterton Myson uses innovative E2-Technology to
automatically switch between static and dynamic
operation in a single heat emitter. Static operation
allows the ULOW-E2 to operate as a traditional
radiator, while dynamic operation will activate inbuilt fans, significantly enhancing the heat output.
E2-Technology ensures that
dynamic operation will only ever activate
when required, allowing the ULOW-E2 to
combine the high heat output of a fan
convector with the convenience of a radiator
in one beautiful and efficient product. The
compact design of the ULOW-E2 is ultrastylish and intelligent, capturing perfectly
Myson’s passion for engineering innovation.
Available in black or white, the ULOW-E2
is exceptionally elegant – perfect for

Myson’s new ULOW-2
uses E2-Technology to
automatically switch between
static and dynamic operation

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol52/iss6/1

domestic interiors and commercial properties
alike. The top grille reflects Myson’s
commitment to innovative design as it
features round holes that are unique
to the market, adding to the exceptional
styling of the ULOW-E2.
“This great new product is a huge
incentive to reduce your heating systems
temperatures when renovating, and for new
properties,” says Vincent Broderick, Sales
Director, Baxi Potterton Myson. “Modern,
highly-effective insulation will allow you to
use ULOW-E2 and benefit from lower energy
bills and more compact sizes, while also
creating the best indoor
environment with both
warmth and air
movement.”
Intelligent controls,
which automatically
switch between static
and dynamic operation,
enable the ULOW-E2 to
provide heat rapidly
when required, achieving
indoor comfort quickly
and efficiently. The inbuilt fans work silently,
boosting the performance of the radiator
through enhanced convection.

As well as being an efficient low
temperature radiator in winter, during
summer months the ULOW-E2 provides
gentle air movement in a pleasant summer
breeze effect to freshen the room.
A perfect solution for new or retrofit
residential and commercial spaces alike,
the ULOW-E2 will make significant savings
on energy bills. In creating the ULOW-E2,
Myson’s R&D team set out to lessen the
burden caused by the dramatic rise in
energy prices over the last 10/15 years. This
means the payback period for lower water
temperature systems has never been greater.
Myson’s ULOW-E2 makes it possible
to reduce the operating temperature of
condensing boilers from 70ºC to 60ºC,
allowing them to work at maximum
efficiency in condensing mode, while
maintaining the same level of comfort.
Similarly, the system temperature of heat
pump systems can also be reduced from
45ºC to 38ºC.
In properties constructed before the 1990s,
poor insulation necessarily meant that high
heat loads were required. However, since the
1990s onwards, standards of insulation have
improved year on year; this has allowed the
use of modern condensing boilers or, more
recently, low-temperature heat sources such
as heat pumps. These later improvements in
insulation have meant that lower system
temperatures can be utilised.
Before the advent of the ULOW-E2,
heating solutions for lower system
temperatures have been either radiators,
which would have to be oversized, or
underfloor heating, which is not always an
ideal solution for retrofit projects. Myson’s
ULOW-E2 is a more modern solution to
heat emission from low temperature systems,
combining all the merits of radiators with
their fast response times, but with
exceptionally compact sizes and the virtue
of a summer cooling mode.
The extensive range of Myson panel
radiators, as well as fan convectors,
decorative radiators and towel warmers, are
also available from Baxi Potterton Myson.
For full details on the entire portfolio
contact: Baxi Potterton Myson.
Tel: 01 – 459 0870;
email: sales@potterton-myson.ie;
www.potterton-myson.ie ■
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Emerald radiators
from Unitherm
The Emerald range of superior aluminium radiators
from Unitherm Heating Systems was designed to
combine aesthetics, performance and a high level
of comfort. The smooth finish and soft curves
were conceived to avoid sharp edges, burrs and
irregularities on the surface, making Emerald
radiators suitable for any type of installation.
The Emerald radiator
offers many unexpected
benefits and savings. It can
be installed in conventional
heating systems, as well as
low temperature systems,
using heat pumps, condensing
boilers etc. It can also be used
with renewable energy heat
sources such as solar panels
and geothermal heat pumps.

and straightforward
accessories pack. It is
recommended that only
manufacturer’s original
accessories should be used
when installing the Emerald.
The unique, yet simple,
bracketing system offers a
range of possibilities when

19

deciding where, and what type
of surface, to locate
the radiator on.
Contact: Unitherm Heating
Systems. Dublin office:
Tel: 01–610 9153;
Galway: Tel: 091–380038;
email: info@uni-therm.net;
www.uni-therm.ie

The reduced water content
ensures the system responds
with the maximum speed
at the slightest change in
temperature.
The Emerald radiator is
renowned for its quality but
also for its simple, easy to
install characteristics. Each
radiator is individually packed
and supplied with a complete

Building your business
requires trusted partners
Today, more than ever, good business is about mutually-beneficial and wellbalanced trading partnerships. Creating, sustaining and growing such
partnerships is a demanding process that, in addition to the delivery of quality
products and services, requires informed communication. Existing and potential clients
need to know about, and fully understand, what you provide. Building Services News
is the means by which to do that. We are the partner that bridges that communications
gap and helps you cement the partnerships that underpin your business.

Building Services News delivers results

Building
Servicesnews
Visit our website:
buildingservicesnews.com

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2013

Find us on
Facebook
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SDAR Journal 2013
official launch
A large turnout of industry representatives and research
academics recently attended the official launch of the
third edition of the SDAR Journal in the Penthouse of
the DIT Kevin St Campus Building in Dublin. The occasion
was also used to present the Irish Lighter and Young
Lighter Awards.
Professor Gerald Farrell, Head of
School of Electrical & Electronic
Engineering, gave the welcoming
address with Martin Shanahan, Forfas
Chief Executive, formally introducing
the Journal and linking it to
opportunities in the green economy.
Professor Brian Norton, DIT
President, responded and then
Dr Kevin Kelly, Head of School of
Multidisciplinary Technologies – and
SDAR Journal Editor– spoke about the
contents. Dr Mike Murphy, Dean of
College of Engineering and Built
Environment, closed the proceedings.
The SDAR Journal is now an annual
research journal published jointly by
CIBSE Ireland and the School of
Electrical & Electronic Engineering
in DIT, with Electric Ireland as the
third sponsor.
Up to now, papers have been

mainly by Irish authors about Irish
projects. Initially, the plan was to hear
about the good, the bad and the ugly
of the application of low-energy
projects in the built environment
in Ireland.
To a large extent that is still the
main objective but for next year’s
edition the publishers also want to
encourage more of the SDAR Journal’s
many international readers to submit
papers. Indeed, this current edition
includes the first international papers.
One is a joint paper from Belgium and
the UK on demand-controlled
mechanical extract ventilation system,
while the other is from a worldrenowned UK expert on daylighting
of buildings.
To submit abstracts for the
SDAR Jurnal 2014 log on to
http://arrow.dit.ie/sdar/

Winners Irish Lighter: James Duff, who won the
Irish Lighter with his Arup colleague Peter
Whitty, pictured with Keith Sunderland, DIT.
James was also runner-up in the competition.

Winner Young Irish Lighter: Sean Fox, DIT with
Keith Sunderland, DIT.

Runner-up Young Irish Lighter: Leon Kavanagh,
DIT with Young Keith Sunderland, DIT.
Left, back row – Marek Rebow, Head of
Research, College of Engineering & Built
Environment, DIT with Sean Dowd, Chairman,
CIBSE Ireland; Mike Murphy, Director, College
of Engineering & Built Environment, DIT;
Yvonne Desmond, DIT Library; Gerald Farrell,
Head of the School of Electrical and Electronic
Engineering and Tommy Shannon, DIT.
Front row – Martin Shanahan, Forfás Chief
Executive with Brian Norton, President of
DIT and Kevin Kelly, Head of School of
Multidisciplinary Technologies.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol52/iss6/1
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While devising appropriate and tailored solutions for
indoor environments is essential no matter what the
application, it is absolutely critical in respect of data
centres and computer rooms. System failure and
downtime simply cannot be tolerated in such
instances as the consequences can be catastrophic
from both a performance and cost point of view.

Data centres – ensuring
trouble-free operation and
minimising downtime
It is perhaps the most complex area
of building services and one that requires
specialist attention based on experience,
knowledge, technical know-how and product
quality. Core Air Conditioning is one of the
few companies operating in the field who
match this exacting criteria.
Core has a long-standing reputation for
delivering comprehensive turnkey packages
for data centres and computer rooms. It
has a wealth of experience and technical
expertise in the field, thanks to its own
highly-qualified, in-house engineers, and its
partnership with the global Emerson Group
and, by extension, Liebert.

Whether it is a new-build or retrofit
situation, Core engages with the client, the
consultant and contractor (as appropriate)
from the earliest possible stage, and only
proposes a solution when all the relevant
parameters have been thoroughly discussed
and clarified.
Invariably they include free-cooling
chillers, cold aisle containment, modulating
in-row cooling units, high-efficiency UPS
systems, etc.
Key issues considered at the design stage
are power, cooling, metering, monitoring,
fire suppression, leak detection, etc. These
are then analysed in relation to the specific

Emerson Network Power offers a complete menu of service options for data centres
to meet any specific need.

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2013
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needs of the client to help identify gaps
in power and cooling infrastructure,
reduce operating costs, improve IT system
availability, and plan for additional
IT capacity.
Core also offers a full range of
professional assessments, electrical testing
and service management support, not just
to prevent downtime, but to enhance data
center performance while containing
energy-usage costs.
Indeed, underpinning the entire process
is the system’s power usage effectiveness
(PUE). When designing the technical spec
for the project, capital costs and day-today operating costs are considered in
equal measure to system performance
and reliability.
This emphasis is also carried through to
ongoing maintenance. Core’s proactive
maintenance programmes can significantly
extend the life of the power systems,
decrease capital investment, optimise system
efficiency and effectiveness, and increase
overall system availability.
This is done by way of a combination of
the following:
• Preventive maintenance;
• Remote monitoring;
• Professional assessments;
• Upgrades;
• Efficiency of emergency response;
• Service management and support.
Continuous on-site and in-house system
monitoring prevents major system failures.
Potential problems are invariably flagged
quite early so they can be dealt with
quickly and efficiently before they become
a major issue. To that end Core offers
24-hour call-out, seven days a week, 365
days of the year. It also has its own dedicated
engineers who liaise with, and respond to,
the client’s facilities manager directly.
Apart from optimised system performance,
trouble-free operation and excellent energy
usage, what Core Air Conditioning provides
most of all is client peace of mind.
Contact: Austin McDermott, Core Air
Conditioning. Tel: 01 – 409 8912;
email: austin@coreac.com;
www.coreac.ie ■
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€750m saved in a decade
of SEAI’s Sustainable
Energy Awards
Energy savings of €750 million have
been made by the 600 organisations that
have participated in the Sustainable Energy
Awards over the last decade. “These
organisations have made massive savings.
Between them they employ 400,000 people,
it is impossible to underestimate the
importance of this achievement,” said
Dr Brian Motherway (pictured), Chief
Executive of the Sustainable Energy
Authority of Ireland (SEAI), speaking at the
Awards ceremony in Dublin recently.
All of the winners are pictured here
receiving their awards in the presence of
Pat O’Doherty, Chief Executive, ESB; Brendan
Halligan, Chairman SEAI, and Minister for
Communications, Energy and Natural
Resources, Mr Pat Rabbitte,TD.
Presented by SEAI and sponsored
by Electric Ireland, the Awards reward
excellence in energy management among

The tenth annual Sustainable
Energy Awards illustrate how
serious Irish business has
become about the
energy agenda in
recent years

”

Legacy: Kerry County Council and Local Authorities for the organisation’s commitment
to energy efficiency.
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol52/iss6/1

Irish organisations of all sizes, recognising
their achievements in cutting energy use and
CO2 emissions. To mark the 10th anniversary
the competition featured 10 new categories,
including the Legacy Award, which was
presented to Kerry County Council and
Local Authorities for the organisation’s
commitment to energy efficiency.
Kerry Local Authorities’ fresh thinking has
enabled them to innovate and consistently
deliver real and tangible benefits to the
people of Kerry. One of the projects that
captures the essence of what Kerry has
achieved is the Tralee biomass district
heating system. This project, which started
as a means of delivering income to the
local forestry sector, soon widened to see
hundreds of homes made more comfortable
and cheaper to run, while providing
renewable heat to many community
buildings. Kerry Local Authorities have
achieved energy savings of €1million
through their 185 projects implemented
to date.
Dr Brian Motherway added: “The tenth
annual Sustainable Energy Awards illustrate
how serious Irish business has become about
the energy agenda in recent years. We are
also seeing great initiatives from small and
large firms, from public bodies, and from
many local communities. Ireland has
achieved great things in this area, and
the Awards recognise and reward the
inspirational leaders that are making
it happen.”
Minister for Communications, Energy and
Natural Resources, Pat Rabbitte, TD, said:
“Ireland is a global leader in sustainable
energy management and that is down to the
innovation and dedication of organisations
such as those involved with the Awards.
Ireland has set the benchmark for others to
follow and many Irish businesses are sharing
their energy expertise and technologies with
global counterparts. I congratulate all this
year’s winners but also all of the
organisations who have been dedicated to
improving energy efficiency and who have
helped Ireland gain the position it has on
the global stage today.”
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Commenting on the Awards
announcement, Pat O’Doherty, Chief
Executive, ESB, said: “Electric Ireland is
delighted to have partnered with SEAI on
the Sustainable Energy Awards for the last
10 years. Over that time we have seen
significant financial savings achieved by
the organisations participating in the
Awards, and each year we see new and
innovative ways that organisations, and now
communities, are embracing energy efficient
behaviour and making substantial savings.”
Further information on the 2013
Sustainable Energy Awards and the winners
can be found at www.seai.ie/energyawards

Research: University College Dublin for
its new solar technology which reduces
building energy consumption through
wireless sensors and smart management.

Collaboration: Musgrave Group for its support to 650 SuperValu and Centra
facilities nationwide including piloting SEAI’s Energy Map training in 2008 as well as
new technology retrofits and store upgrades.

Innovation: Dawn Meats for its innovative approach to water heating using heat
recovery resulting in significant energy savings at two of its facilities in Ballyhaunis,
Co Mayo.

Environment: Cosgrave Developments for its innovative 143 low
income social housing apartment development for Dun LaoghaireRathdown County Council.
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2013
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Public Sector: The Irish Naval Service for its energy
management system and training and education programme
to deliver consistent savings.
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We know
what comes
first …

2013 Sustainable Energy Awards Winners (CONTINUED)

Small Business: Sirus Group for its energy upgrade to Brown
Thomas in Cork which saw Sirus deliver a dynamic and energy
efficient heating and ventilation system to the department store.

At Building Services News we know
what comes first … it is the product
and/or system you have designed and
developed for the building services
sector. However, having done so, you
now need to convey its benefits and
areas of application to the key
decision-makers in the marketplace.
That’s where Building Services News
comes in … whether the egg or the
chicken came first is immaterial,
it’s what comes home to roost
that matters.
Building Services News delivers results.

Building
Services

Community: Carlow County Council for its Bagenalstown energy
upgrade project with Heat Pumps Ireland involving energy upgrades
in a variety of homes and community buildings using both traditional
and innovative energy technologies.

Industry: Diageo for its commitment to instituting innovative
change in such a traditional manufacturing process.

Building
Servicesnews

Building
buildingservicesnews.com

Services
Find us on
Facebook

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol52/iss6/1

Leadership: Diageo for its current €168 million capital Energy
Efficient Design project at St James’s Gate Brewery, which will deliver
a total estimated annual energy saving of €2.5 million a year.
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Heat pumps – a good investment?
Energy prices are continuing to rise leaving many
homeowners in ”fuel poverty“, so can heat pumps help
and are they considered a good long-term investment?
This is the question domestic heating installers are being
asked with increasing frequency, and the short answer
to which is yes, says Fergus Daly, Area Sales Manager,
Hitachi Ireland.
Heat pumps transform
energy from the outside ground or air
into heat so, for every 1kW of electricity
used, the heat pump is capable of
providing up to 5kW of energy in a wellinsulated home. This can help to reduce
heating bills by up to 60% and CO2
emissions by up to 70%. In addition,
hot water temperatures of up to 80ºC
can be achieved even when outside
air temperatures are as low as -20ºC.
Hitachi’s range of air source heat
pumps achieve MCS regulations and
can be supplied and installed through
a network of fully-trained and
experienced dealers. Suitable for both
refurbishment projects and new build,
the Yutaki family of heat pumps can
be connected to all common radiators,

underfloor heating systems, convectors
and water tanks. Yutaki-M is a compact
outdoor unit and perfect where space is
at a premium. Generating hot water at
up to 60ºC, it is ideal for new builds
where modern building regulations and
high levels of insulation mean higher
water temperatures aren’t required.
There are also two split system
heat pumps in the range – Yutaki-S
and Yutaki-S80. The Yutaki-S range
has auxiliary heating as standard
and comprises a stylish indoor unit
with separate outdoor unit. Available
in heating only or heating and
cooling versions, Yutaki-S can generate
domestic hot water at up to 60ºC.
The newest product in the range
is Yutaki-S80, which is a hightemperature heat pump capable of
generating domestic hot water at up
to 80ºC – the highest temperature on
the domestic market using renewable
energy. With a “smart cascade”
compressor system for outstanding
seasonal efficiency (A+ SCOP), this is
a perfect solution for older properties
where higher water temperatures may
be needed.

All Hitachi heat pumps have domestic
hot water and control settings for
Legionella Protection Program as
standard, along with a 5-year
manufacturer’s warranty and
an intuitive wireless remote controller.
Contact: Fergus Daly, Area
Sales Manager, Hitachi Ireland.
Tel: 01 – 216 4406;
Mobile: 087 – 277 9405;
email: Fergus.daly@hitachi-eu.com ■

The Yutaki-S80 is a high-temperature
heat pump capable of generating
domestic hot water at up to 80ºC .
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The success of the BT Cork project demonstrates the depth of fresh thinking Sirus has to
offer, not just technically but in its ability to devise appropriate finance packages to suit
different situations. It also illustrates the confidence it has in its ability to deliver results.
The project model as devised by Sirus is one that the entire industry should note.

Sirus uses unique financing model,
coupled with technical excellence, to
deliver massive savings for BT Cork
As a long-term provider
of BMS and HVAC
maintenance services
to Brown Thomas (BT),
Sirus were ideally placed
to identify and realise
energy saving
opportunities in the large
retail store located on
Patrick Street, Cork.
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol52/iss6/1

T

he energy project team comprised
Sirus HVAC engineers, who
provided integral knowledge of
system operations; Brown Thomas
Group Facilities Team; the BT Cork Facility
Department, who provided guidance on
the HVAC performance demands in the
high-end retail store; and the Sirus Energy
Team, all of whom contributed to the
identification and subsequent realisation
of viable energy opportunities.
Analysis of the store utility bills also
showed that, although the facility was
being well operated and maintained,
scope existed to reduce energy

consumption through the upgrade and
optimisation of existing plant and controls.
Installation of variable speed drives
(VSD) on all air handling units’ (AHU)
motors proved to be the single most
effective plant upgrade for energy
efficiency. The operational hours of AHU
plant mean they are often the largest
energy consumer in a HVAC system. VSDs
allowed the energy team to maximise
the energy savings available with BMS
optimisation. A full building controls
optimisation and tuning was also carried
out on other plant such as chillers,
boilers, circulation pumps and AC units.
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Sirus Building Energy Solutions
On foot of the BT Project, Sirus Group – who this year celebrates is 25th
anniversary – just recently won the SEAI Energy Award for the Small Business
Sector (see page 22). The Sirus Group of companies now comprises a BMS
Projects Division, a HVAC and BMS Maintenance and Commissioning Division,
an Energy Consultancy Division and a Health and Safety Division. It operates
nationwide and has over 70 employees.
Optimisation was achieved by maximising
the use of free cooling, introduction of
temperature dead-bands, and prioritising
demand-based operation.

benchmarked against previous years. Met
Éireann temperature data is also collected
and referenced for degree-day analysis.
Monthly financial savings are shared
between the client and service provider.

Unique financing model
Sirus provided the initial energy survey
and proposal at no cost to the client, the
results of which were eagerly received.
Confident of their energy survey findings
and having recently attended the 2012
SEAI Energy Show Seminar “Energy
Performance Contracting (EPC) – The
Necessity for all Future Energy Saving
Projects”, Sirus began actively
investigating alternative financing
models for the BT opportunity.
As the Better Energy Workplaces Fund
2012 was also available at the time, Sirus
applied for and secured grant funding,
which proved invaluable to project
progression. Firstly, the grant fund
provided enough risk-free capital in
order for Sirus to secure internal Group
funding for the entire project. Secondly,
it provided the rubber stamp approval by
SEAI that imbued the client with the
necessary confidence in the project and
the new contracting model.
Once grant funding was in place,
the project moved on quite swiftly. A
simplistic contract type agreement was
drafted and agreed by both parties. The
contract relied on trust and understanding,
that firstly the total capital funding would
be provided by Sirus to start and complete
the project, and secondly that BT would
provide project payment on a monthly
basis, based on the energy reduction
achieved in each period.
The monthly savings are identified
using electrical sub-metering on HVAC
plant and verified using the current bill,

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2013

Findings
The biggest barriers for an energy
solutions company are the adoption of all
up-front project risks and the securing of
capital funding. At a project level the
contractual agreement can also hamper,
or even stop, progress. However, as
proven by Sirus and BT, these obstacles
are not insurmountable.
Although the technical aspects of the
project were by no means groundbreaking for Sirus, the means by which
they were financially delivered was a new
and challenging concept for the Group.
Nonetheless, the results have been
entirely successful for both Sirus and BT.
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The project has resulted in an annual
energy reduction of over 60% in HVAC
electrical consumption and an overall
building energy reduction of 17%.
This equates to an annual reduction
of 300,000kWh and approximately
150 tonnes of CO2.
Building control system energyoptimisation is an area of huge
potential in the field of building energy
demand-side management. This is
especially the case in relatively new
buildings where optimisation can reap
large savings with very little upgrade
works required. The challenge with BMS
optimisation is predominantly in the
maintenance of energy savings over
the long-term.
The greatest energy impact on BMS
optimisation normally comes from nonskilled building users or maintenance
personnel adjusting system operation to
meet an immediate need. As building
energy demand varies with seasons and
temperature conditions, the control
system should be fine-tuned to deliver
optimum building conditions while still
achieving energy savings. Sirus found
that the installation of the sub-metering
system and remote BMS monitoring
was the most effective way of achieving
this balance.

Tony O’Keeffe, Energy Engineer, Sirus Building Energy Solutions receiving the SEAI Energy Award
from Minister Pat Rabbitte, TD, Minister for Communications, Energy & Natural Resources recently.
Also in the picture is James Byrne, Director, Sirus Building Energy Solutions.
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A
postcard
from
abroad

Michael
O’Doherty
Delap and
Waller in
Abu Dhabi

strong local Abu Dhabi sponsor. Six
months of meeting with various
potential suitors resulted in Delap &
Waller committing to Bin Hamoodah

After significant market research in
the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and the
United Arab Emirates, it chose Abu
Dhabi as its target market due to its
significant plans in construction for
“Plan Abu Dhabi 2030”. Its proximity
to Dubai, allowing for a recovery
in that market over time, was also
an important factor in selecting
Abu Dhabi.
Three potential routes to market
were originally identified:
• The first was for a Delap and Waller
Director to be located in Abu Dhabi
on a full time basis to carry out all
lead generation and to manage
projects directly;
• Another option was to form an
alliance with an established local
M&E consultant and seek work
together;
• The final option was to employ
someone with significant UAE
experience to manage the operations
in Abu Dhabi, with monthly business
development input from a Delap
and Waller Director.
Delap and Waller chose the latter
option and so, for the last three years,
Director Michael O’Doherty has been
visiting Abu Dhabi on a monthly basis.
The first task in establishing the
business in the UAE was to secure a

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol52/iss6/1

Delap and Waller Ltd
(www.delapandwaller.com),
one of the longest
established Irish firms in
the area of mechanical
and electrical design,
opened its office in
Abu Dhabi in 2010.

The Premier Inn
Yas Marina, Cafe d'Alsace
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Group (www.binhamoodah.ae), a very
influential family group with 45 years
trading experience in Abu Dhabi in
various sectors.
With the sponsor secured, the
subsequent search for an Area
Manager led to Paul Hockings, an
English ex-pat and former director of
WSP in Dubai, who had lived and
worked in the UAE for over 20 years.
The combined efforts of the above
team have resulted in a significant
workload over the past three years.
Design work on some projects is
carried out in Ireland, while on others
the design is carried out in the Abu
Dhabi office.
Some of the notable projects carried
out to date include:
• Das Island, HVAC Systems for Central
Amenities Building for 6000 staff:
MEP Design/Periodic Inspection;
• King Abdullah Sports City, Saudi
Arabia: Design Review/Value
Engineering;
• Mid Field Terminal Building, Abu
Dhabi Airport: Design Review/Value
Engineering;
• Premier Inn, ADNEC: Abu Dhabi,
MEP Design/Periodic Inspection;
• Al Queisewerh Military Airport: MEP
Design/Periodic Inspection;
• Strategic Water Project: Abu Dhabi,
MEP Design/Periodic Inspection;
• Yas Marina Restaurants for 2013
Abu Dhabi Grand Prix: MEP
Design/Periodic Inspection.

Mid Field Terminal Abu Dhabi

While the monthly visits do have
some disadvantages, Delap & Waller
has found that overall the combination
of a strong local sponsor, the
permanent in-market presence of an
area manager with significant local
experience, along with frequent input
by a Delap and Waller Director, has
given the company a successful and
affordable formula to steadily build
the practice in the region.
Despite the 6,000km distance
between Ireland and the UAE, the
direct 7-hour flights from Dublin to
Abu Dhabi eases the burden of
monthly travel, with the outstanding
Ethiad flight experience significantly
reducing stress levels.
The next stage of the business plan
is to increase the number of staff based
Bin Hamoodah Group Office

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2013
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full-time in Abu Dhabi in order to
grow the company’s market presence
and allow it complete its growing
workload. Next year will see Delap
& Waller implement this stage of the
plan, with the recent approval of its
largest project in the region to date –
Bausher Heights in Oman. This is a 37acre mixed-use site that will house
residential, hotel, educational and
healthcare facilities. Its progress into
design and onto site will allow Delap
& Waller the prospect of adding to staff
numbers in its Abu Dhabi Office, and
hopefully go from strength to strength
in the UAE over the next five years.
Abu Dhabi has learned from the
mistakes made by Dubai in the mid2000s. It is more conservative and is
moving at a slower pace, but has
significant plans to boost its residential,
hotel, retail and commercial sectors.
The recent award of Expo 2020 to
Dubai can only enhance the renewed
confidence of the region, and
construction sector, over the next
few years in the UAE.
“At Delap and Waller we are hopeful
we can embrace the opportunities this
industry recovery represents and use it
to grow and expand our presence in
the Middle East into the future”,
concludes Michael O’Doherty. ■
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COVER STORY

GAI Conference and
Brecan Mooney Awards
The Geothermal Association of Ireland (GAI)
has announced the four winners of the
Brecan Mooney Installation of the Year
competition for excellence in geothermal
energy transfer systems. The Geothermal
Installation of the Year Award is named in
memory of Brecan Mooney, who was active in
the research and promotion of geothermal
energy in Ireland up to his untimely death in
November 2009. This award aims to continue
Brecan’s work by showcasing excellence in
geothermal systems’ design and installation
in Ireland.

The awards – which were presented at the GAI’s
annual conference in Kilkenny recently – were made to Wonder
Years Childcare, Co Donegal; Borris Lodge Nursing Home, Co
Carlow; Cliffs of Moher Visitor’s Centre, Co Clare; and Vistakon
Ireland, Co Limerick.
In presenting the awards, Chairperson of the GAI, John Burgess,
said: “All of the finalists in the Brecan Mooney Installation of the
Year competition have demonstrated that their geothermal energy
installation achieved a marked improvement in performance
compared to conventional methods. The lower operating cost has
helped these businesses prosper during tough economic times,
with heating energy costs reducing to a third of that offered by
other technologies.
“There is a clear message coming through all of the installations,
in that the geothermal energy systems have helped sustain their
businesses. This is true sustainability,” he said. John also
acknowleged the log-standing support for GAI of Frank Caul and
John Byrne of Sirus.
Details of the four award-winners were:

Wonder Years Childcare
(Rossbrack, Manorcunningham, Co Donegal)
Heating in this warm and welcoming childcare facility is provided
by a 44kW Oschner heat pump that transfers thermal energy from
a horizontal array of closed-loop pipes to an underfloor heating
system.
An intelligent temperature control system using predictive selflearning algorithms maintains the rooms at the desired
temperature, while prioritising the heat pump operation during
times when off-peak electricity is available. This system is saving
€12,000 and 20 tonnes of CO2 emissions every year when
compared to oil fired heating systems.
The owners, Vincent and Marcella McNamee, have suggested
that a similar system should be installed in every childcare facility
to allow more focus on the needs of the children.
The installers, Noel McGonigle and Neil McDaid of Daigon
Eurotech Northwest, have benefited from the positive results
in thermal and energy performance in this facility by securing new
work in Donegal and beyond.

Neil McDaid and Noel McGonigle from Daigon Eurotech,
winners of the “Brecan Mooney Installation of the Year
Award 2013 for excellence in Geothermal Energy Transfer
Systems in the category of Closed Loop, Smaller than
100kW thermal capacity”.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol52/iss6/1

Borris Lodge Nursing Home
(Co Carlow)
The 914sq m extension to the Borris Lodge Nursing home is heated
by two 37kW Oschner heat pumps that transfer thermal energy
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water is also utilised for manufacturing
processes, saving on costs and
embodied energy in the supply of
mains water. The thermal energy
transfer system discharges excess
water at temperatures less than 20ºC,
well below the limits set by the EPA
in the discharge licence.
Operating conditions are monitored
24 hours a day, 365 days a year and
records retained for reporting
purposes. This installation operates
for 8700 hours every year, saving a
massive 512 tonnes of CO2 emissions
every year.
Brian and Noreen Mooney presenting the “Brecan Mooney Installation of the Year Award
2013 for excellence in Geothermal Energy Transfer Systems in the category of Open Loop,
Greater than 100kW thermal capacity” to Des McMahon, Vistakon Ireland.

from an open-loop well to an underfloor
heating system. An intelligent temperature
control system maintains the rooms at
the desired temperature setpoints for
different times of the day and night. This
system is saving €17,000 and 42 tonnes
of CO2 emissions every year when
compared to oil fired heating systems.
The owners, James and Helen O’Keefe,
have observed a much improved level of
service for all residents with temperatures
being maintained throughout day and
night, while at the same time reducing
their heating energy costs to one third
that of similar nursing homes.
The installer, Gerard Duffy of Eurotech,
is thrilled with the positive feedback from
a system that continues to deliver
superior performance with enormous
savings six years after installation.

Cliffs of Moher Visitors’ Centre
(Co Clare)
The Cliffs of Moher Visitors’ centre is
heated and cooled by a 160kW heat
pump that transfers thermal energy from
a horizontal array of closed-loop pipes
buried one meter below the surface of
the ground. The building itself is largely
concealed beneath the ground and there
are no visible manifestations of the
heating or cooling systems one is more
familiar with (boiler flues and large
noisy chiller units).
Rooms that tend to overheat are
cooled by a common system that
transfers the waste heat to those rooms,
or to ventilation systems, without the
need to use a second fuel source. This
leads to a highly-efficient system that
saves €12,000 and 33 tonnes of CO2

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2013

emissions every year when compared
to oil fired heating and air cooled
chiller systems.
The Centre Manager, Greg Davidson,
continues to improve the performance of
the innovative heating and cooling
system with lower energy use, as part
of an environmental strategy befitting of
the location, which also focuses on
reducing water use and waste.

Vistakon
(Co Limerick)
Vistakon Ireland has undertaken a
technically-challenging renewable energy
project to displace 900kW of cooling
from conventional chiller plant by using
ground water at a stable temperature of
11.5ºC. The ground water is sourced
from two wells on the site and circulated
through a network of pipes and heat
exchangers to the major production lines
where cooling of the plant takes place.

On average, 66% of the ground

Robin Curtis, GeoScience Ltd with Daragh
Carey, Operations Manager, Cliffs of Moher
Visitors Centre, winner of the “Brecan
Mooney Installation of the Year Award
2013 for excellence in Geothermal Energy
Transfer Systems in the category of Closed
Loop, Greater than 100kW thermal
capacity”.

The Facility Manager, Frank Curran,
has commented on the major energy
and water savings this installation has
delivered while maintaining a high
system reliability of operation. ■

Gary Duffy, Eurotech, pictured with Helen and James O’Keefe, Borris Lodge Nursing Home;
and Kerrie Malone and Gerard Duffy, Eurotech, winners of the “Brecan Mooney Installation
of the Year Award 2013 for excellence in Geothermal Energy Transfer Systems in the
category of the Open Loop, Smaller than 100kW thermal capacity”.
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IPFMA NEWS
IPFMA Service Provider Directory
The Association launched an online directory to facilitate members in their need to secure
quotations for services from service providers to the sector, and service providers’ needs to connect
with property and facility managers. The directory is open to all to use, including non-IPFMA member.
The system is categorised into service listings and it allows users to issue tenders, via the website, to
service providers.
See www.ipfma.com/directories/service-provider-directory/

Managing Vacant Property
IPFMA Skillnet recently held a seminar entitled ”Managing Vacant Property” at the National
College of Ireland which was attended by 60 plus people. Feedback was excellent with many
commenting on the quality of the speakers.
They included Glen Cran, Divisional Director, Property Management, Savills, who shared some
case studies that highlighted the challenges of managing vacant property, including site
contamination, neighbours and security;
Ronan McLoughlin, Managing Partner at Matheson, gave a review of the legal responsibilities
of managing vacant property;
Henry Sludds, Account Executive, Corporate Risks, discussed the insurance considerations in
managing vacant property;
Michael McNamee MRICS
and Anthony Owen, Chief
Executive of VPSitex in Ireland
and the UK, concluded the event
by presenting the practical
considerations when managing
vacant property in terms of
security, drain down etc.
Glen Cran, Divisional
Director, Property
Management, Savills,
presenting at the IPFMA
Managing Vacant Property
Seminar.

IPFMA Annual Members’ Lunch 2014

IPFMA Skillnet
secures funding
IPFMA Skillnet has again secured funding of
€70,000 for 2014. Skillnet is delighted that it can
continue to provide training to meet the specific
needs of the property and facility management
sector. IPFMA Skillnet was delighted to assist the
Institute of Professional Auctioneers and Valuers
(IPAV) with its recent Valuations Training
Programme during 2013, and has also assisted
a number of organisations who have undertaken
in-house training, including Smith Property
Management in Dunboyne, Winters Property
Management in Galway and Savills in Dublin.

IPFMA Learning & Development
Manager, Emma Pluck

The steering group is now preparing the
training schedule for 2014. Further details
on upcoming courses or in-house training can
be obtained from IPFMA Learning &
Development Manager, Emma Pluck, at
email: epluck@ipfma.com

The IPFMA social event of the year – the Annual Members’
Lunch – will be held on Friday, 21 February 2014 at the
Shelbourne Hotel. Guest speakers for the event will include
Jason McAteer, the well-known and well respected sports
personality, and Des Cahill, a highly-regarded sports
broadcaster and media personality. The event is always well
attended and IPFMA is looking forward to an entertaining
afternoon, networking with colleagues and guests.
Further details and booking will be available online
shortly.
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol52/iss6/1
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The Wilo-Stratos
GIGA saves energy
as early as the
planning stage.
Planning that is quick, easy and future-proof.
:LORKLJKHIÀFLHQF\SXPSVDUH(U3FRPSOLDQW:HKDYH
WKHSHUIHFWPRGHOIRUHYHU\UHTXLUHPHQW7KLVPDNHV
SODQQLQJHDVLHUDQGVDYHV\RXWLPHDQGPRQH\$JRRG
SRLQWWKDW\RXFDQDOVRXVHRQ\RXUFXVWRPHUV

)HDWXUHVDQG%HQHÀWV
ƒ ,QQRYDWLYHKLJKHIÀFLHQF\SXPSIRUPD[LPXPRYHUDOOHIÀFLHQF\
EDVHGRQDQHZ:LORJODQGHGSXPSGHVLJQ
ƒ +LJKO\HIÀFLHQW(&PRWRU HIÀFLHQF\KLJKHUWKDQ,(OLPLWYDOXHV
DFFRUGLQJWR,(&76(G
ƒ 1HZK\GUDXOLFVLGHDOO\DGDSWHGWRWKH(&PRWRUWHFKQRORJ\
ƒ ,QWHJUDWHGHOHFWURQLFSRZHUDGMXVWPHQW
ƒ &RQWUROUDQJHXSWRWKUHHWLPHVJUHDWHUWKDQLQFRQYHQWLRQDO
HOHFWURQLFDOO\FRQWUROOHGSXPSV
ƒ ([WUHPHO\FRPSDFWDQGVSDFHVDYLQJGHVLJQ
ƒ 6LPSOHRSHUDWLRQGXHWRWULHGDQGWHVWHGUHGEXWWRQWHFKQRORJ\
DQGGLVSOD\
ƒ )DXOWPDQDJHPHQWWDLORUHGWR+9$&DSSOLFDWLRQV
ƒ +LJKFRUURVLRQSURWHFWLRQGXHWRFDWDSKRUHWLFFRDWLQJ
ƒ 6WDQGDUGFRQGHQVDWLRQGUDLQDJH
ƒ 3XPSEDVHVZLWKWKUHDGHGKROHIRUIRXQGDWLRQPRXQWLQJ

061 227566 | www.wilo.ie | sales@wilo.ie
Unit B1 Corcanree Business Park Dock Road Limerick
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FOR REAL SAVINGS AT
HOME, CHOOSE THE AQUAREA
HEATING SYSTEM

5

COP
HIGH
EFFICIENCY

Panasonic’s Aquarea range of heat pumps delivers major energy and
environmental savings thanks to its incredible efﬁciency
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heating mode

N

AL

CONTROL YOUR
HEAT PUMP FROM
EVERYWHERE

Environmentally

INTERNET CONTROL

www.panasonic.ie/aircon

Aquarea is part of a new generation of heating systems that use a renewable, free energy source
(the air) to heat or cool the home and to produce hot water:
· Extremely high efﬁciency (COP of 5.00 for 3kW unit)
· Line up developed for low consumption homes (starting at 3kW)
· Line up developed for retroﬁt with dedicated control system
· Easy to control with your smart phone (Using an optional interface)
· Large range of efﬁcient tanks for domestic hot water storage
· Optional Aquarea Air radiator offering up to 32% energy saving over standard radiators
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